Curriculum Vitae

I’m Pyry, a UX/UI designer with 10 years of experience from the
design industry. Problem solving, user interfaces and functional
but beautiful design are at the core of my work. Achieving a
better knowledge of the latest technologies and understanding
the end users’ needs are the areas where I’m always trying to
develop my skills further.
My experience in advertising and digital design have shaped
my professional identity towards creative problem solving,
while working in software development and as a freelancer have
provided insight and empathy towards the clients and end users.

who
Pyry Nousiainen
Digital product designer

address

years of
experience

Sturenkatu 31 C 7,
00550 Helsinki, Finland

contact
+358 40 755 2294

houston inc.
Senior UX designer
December 2017 – present

pyry.nousiainen@gmail.com
Laurea University of Applied Sciences

web
www.neptunestudios.ﬁ

Graphic Designer
January 2015 – December 2017

behance.net/pnousiainen
McCann Helsinki
Junior Creative
November 2013 – January 2015

skill set
Adobe Creative Suite

Neptune Studios
Graphic designer, illustrator, photographer
September 2013 – present

Sketch / Figma
After Effects

Digital Marketing agency Nitro

Photography

December 2011 – November 2013

Graphic designer

Illustration
Branding
Concepting

Advertising agency W.Steinmann
AD-assistant
February – August 2011

Visual design
UI design
Team work

Advertising agency Huvila
AD-assistant
June – August 2009

Education

2007

Autumn 2011

2011

Metropolia University

Kwantlen University

Metropolia University

of Applied Sciences

of Applied Sciences

of Applied Sciences

Digital Communications

Student exchange 6 months

Graduation (BA)

Language skills

Finnish

English

Swedish

Native

Advanced

Basics

other skills & Knowledge
Constant learning
Understanding changing technology and world demands

Interests

Arts & design

constant self-education. I ﬁnd reading the most suitable way
for myself but seminars, online courses and events provide
Diving

good insights as well.
Teamwork with developers
The best results appear when everyone in team can share their
ideas openly. Eventhough I’m not a developer I’ve come to know

Hiking

possibilites and limitations of code quite well while working in
different, multidisciplinary teams.
Sports
Workshops
Getting the most out of the client workshops seem to happen
while working tightly with your designer or developer friend and
helping stakeholders to ﬁnd correct answers to right questions.

thank you for viewing my cv!
Looking forward to hearing from you.

brewing

